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Your IQ Score puts you in the highest Genius range of
intelligence (140+), indicating that you are at the very
top of the intelligence scale. You have great memory
skills and are able to memorise a number of items at
once, however your numerical skills are very advanced
and you are excellent with numbers and mathematics.
Your firm grasp of mathematical concepts and your
ability to apply them quickly and effectively give you an
outstanding advantage in number based jobs such as
accounting or finance.

You have superb spatial relations abilities that give you
a huge advantage when undertaking such activities as
estimating space or parking a car.

You have great memory skills and are able to memorise
a number of items at once. You have excellent word
comprehension skills and perform extremely well at
language based tasks such as writing an article or
understanding written works. This will help you greatly
if you are involved in publishing or journalism. You are
a logical person with a strong grasp of both basic and
advanced logical concepts. You perform well when
constructing arguments and following through ideas to
their logical conclusions. A firm grasp of logic coupled
with better creativity has the potential to make you a
stronger problem solver. Your numerical skills are very
advanced and you are excellent with numbers and
mathematics. Your firm grasp of mathematical concepts
and your ability to apply them quickly and effectively
give you an outstanding advantage in number based
jobs such as accounting or finance.

Your perception skills are average which allows you to
do a decent job at tasks such as editing written work.
More time spent re-reading and correctly your work
would help you to improve this skill. You are a visual
person and have good visual analysis skills. This helps
you to achieve strong results in visual design. You have
superb spatial relations abilities that give you a huge
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advantage when undertaking such activities as
estimating space or parking a car. As a moderately
creative individual you will do well at tasks that require
some creativity. This will assist you particularly in
coming up with new ideas or finding a better way to
solve an existing problem.
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